
exhaust
1. [ıgʹzɔ:st] n тех.

1. выпуск, выхлоп
2. выхлопные газы (двигателя)
3. 1) отсос, откачка
2) степень разрежения (в сосуде )

2. [ıgʹzɔ:st] v
1. 1) истощать, исчерпывать

to exhaust resources [patience] - истощать ресурсы [терпение]
to exhaust a subject - исчерпать тему
to exhaust all possible combinations - перепробоватьвсе возможные комбинации
our stock is nearly exhausted - наши запасы на исходе
we exhausted our funds in a week - за неделю от наших средств ничего не осталось

2) вычерпывать, опустошать
to exhaust a well - вычерпать колодец до дна

2. 1) изнурять, истощать; выматывать(силы )
to exhaust one's health - подорвать своё здоровье
to exhaust the soil - истощать почву
the climb exhausted us - восхождение изнурило нас

2) refl изнурять себя, чрезмерно напрягать силы, не жалеть себя, своих сил
3. разрежать, выкачивать, высасывать, вытягивать (воздух); выпускать (пар )
4. отработать(рудник); исчерпать (полезные ископаемые )

Apresyan (En-Ru)

exhaust
ex·haust [exhaust exhausts exhausted exhausting ] noun, verbBrE [ɪɡˈzɔ st]

NAmE [ɪɡˈzɔ st]

noun
1. uncountable waste gases that come out of a vehicle, an engine or a machine

• car exhaust fumes/emissions
2. (also exˈhaust pipe) (also tail·pipe especially in NAmE) countable a pipe through which exhaust gases come out

• My car needs a new exhaust.
 
Word Origin:
mid 16th cent. (in the sense ‘draw off or out’): from Latin exhaust- ‘drained out’, from the verbexhaurire, from ex- ‘out’ + haurire
‘draw (water ), drain’ .
 
Example Bank:

• a plan to reduce exhaust emissions
• ducts which draw out exhaust air and replace it with fresh
• pollution from car exhausts
• The car was fitted with a catalytic converter to meet exhaust regulations.
• The proposals include new limits on car exhaust emissions.

 
verb
1. to make sb feel very tired

Syn:↑wear out

• ~ sb Even a short walk exhausted her.
• ~ yourself There's no need to exhaust yourself clearing up— we'll do it.

2. ~ sth to use all of sth so that there is none left
• Within three days they had exhausted their supply of food.
• Don't give up until you haveexhausted all the possibilities .

3. ~ sth to talk about or study a subject until there is nothing else to say about it
• I think we'veexhausted that particular topic.

Verb forms:

 
Word Origin:
mid 16th cent. (in the sense ‘draw off or out’): from Latin exhaust- ‘drained out’, from the verbexhaurire, from ex- ‘out’ + haurire
‘draw (water ), drain’ .
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Example Bank:
• The experience had exhausted her physically and emotionally.
• The funds are nearly exhausted.
• The swimming had completely exhausted him.
• Their limited resources were quickly exhausted.
• Don't give up until you haveexhausted all the possibilities .
• There's no need to exhaust yourself cleaning up — we'll do it.
• They had exhausted their food supply.

See also: ↑exhaust pipe ▪ ↑tailpipe

exhaust
I. ex haust1 /ɪɡˈzɔ st$ -ˈzɒ st/ BrE AmE verb [transitive]

[Date: 1500-1600; Language: Latin; Origin: exhaustus, past participle of exhaurire, from haurire 'to draw off liquid, drain']
1. to make someone feel extremely tired:

A full day’s teaching exhausts me.
exhaust yourself

He’d exhausted himself carrying all the boxes upstairs.
2. to use all of something SYN use up:

We are in danger of exhausting the world’s oil supply.
Havingexhausted all other possibilities , I asked Jan to look after the baby.

3. exhaust a subject/topic etc to talk about something so much that you havenothing more to say about it:
Once we’d exhausted the subject of Jill’s wedding, I didn’t know what to say.

II. exhaust 2 BrE AmE noun

1. (also exhaust pipe) [countable] a pipe on a car or machine that waste gases pass through
2. [uncountable] the gas produced when an engine is working:

exhaust fumes
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